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Lead with character.
Change the game.

Your athletes commit to performing at their highest levels, and New Balance develops the gear to match. Our pinnacle performance footwear, apparel and custom orders arrive when you need them, so you can focus on the season ahead.

Help your team break away from the pack, and together you’ll change the game.
CUSTOMIZE AT NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

YOU CAN CHANGE THE GAME WITH CUSTOMIZED NEW BALANCE APPAREL

How to customize your Team Jerseys:
1. Select your design style
2. Add your desired colors & features
3. Personalize with names & numbers
4. Place your order

Visit NEWBALANCETEAM.COM for all your team sports needs, including Basketball, Baseball, Fast Pitch, Track & Field, Soccer and Football.
**JERSEY OPTIONS**

- Raglan sleeve construction
- Shoulder panel to sleeve
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
- Mesh to front body
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Embroidered NB logo to front chest
- Choice of 3 collar options (collar options are set per design)

**ADVANCED**

- Raglan sleeve construction
- Mesh back panel for zonal sweat zones
- Dropped back hem
- Mesh to front body
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Choice of 3 collar options (collar options are set per design)

**CORE**

- Set-in sleeve with forward shoulder seam
- Mesh back panel for zonal sweat zones
- Mesh forward shoulder seam for ventilation
- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Choice of 2 collar options (collar options are set per design)

**TECHNOLOGY**

Work out with ease with fast-drying, moisture-wicking NB Dry Technology.

Contact us today at www.newbalanceteam.com
MENS, WOMENS, & YOUTH UNIFORMS
PRO JERSEY & SHORT

- Embroidered NB Logo
- Raglan sleeve construction
- Shoulder panel to sleeve mesh underarm
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
- Front body color with sublimation options

PERSONALIZATION ZONES:

**JERSEY**
1. Left chest
2. Center chest
3. Upper back
4. Center back
5. Left & right sleeve
6. NB logo

**SHORT**
1. Right front
2. NB logo

**JERSEY OPTIONS**
- Men's SS Jersey
- Women's SS Jersey
- Youth SS Jersey
- Men's LS Jersey
- Women's LS Jersey
- Youth LS Jersey

**SHIRT OPTIONS**
- Crew neck
- One button collar stand
- V-neck

**CUSTOM COLOR PALETTE**
- Standard colors: High Risk Red, Red Pepper, Black, White, Team Royal, Navy, Jolly Green, Gun Metal, Light Blue, Yellow
- Sublimation colors: Alpha Pink, Hi-Lite, Teal, Dark Green, Vegas Gold, Brown, Maroon, Cardinal, Purple, Alpha Orange

**LOGO COLOR OPTIONS**
- Alpha Orange, Alpha Pink, Black, Gun Metal, High Risk Red, Hi-Lite, Team Navy, Team Royal, White

*Collars and sublimation options are set per jersey design.
CUP SS JERSEY

$60.00

MEN - MT90400
WOMEN - WT90400
YOUTH - JT90400

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest
- One button placket
- Polyester fabric to front body with printed stripe detail
- Mesh underarm for performance
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib collar stand

C/O
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ Raglan sleeve construction
+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Shoulder panel to sleeve
+ Dropped back hem
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Imported

CUSTOMIZE IT
at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

CUP LS JERSEY

$65.00

MEN - MT90401
WOMEN - WT90401
YOUTH - JT90401

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest
- One button placket
- Polyester fabric to front body with printed stripe detail
- Mesh underarm for performance
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib collar stand
- Raglan sleeve construction

C/O
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Shoulder panel to sleeve
+ Dropped back hem
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Imported

CUSTOMIZE IT
at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

REPLAY SS JERSEY

$55.00

MEN - MT90402
WOMEN - WT90402
YOUTH - JT90402

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric with printed graphic to front body
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib, wrap over v neck collar
- Raglan sleeve construction
- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff

C/O
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Shoulder panel to sleeve
+ Dropped back hem
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Imported

CUSTOMIZE IT
at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

REPLAY LS JERSEY

$60.00

MEN - MT90403
WOMEN - WT90403
YOUTH - JT90403

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric with printed graphic to front body
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib, wrap over v neck collar
- Raglan sleeve construction
- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff

C/O
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Shoulder panel to sleeve
+ Dropped back hem
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Imported

CUSTOMIZE IT
at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER
CHAMPION SS JERSEY

$50.00

MEN - MT90404
WOMEN - WT90404
YOUTH - JT90404

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric with printed gradient graphic to front body
- Mesh shoulder panel for comfort and performance
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Raglan sleeve construction

C/O

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
- Shoulder panel to sleeve
- Dropped back hem
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
- Imported

CUSTOMIZE IT
at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

CHAMPION LS JERSEY

$55.00

MEN - MT90405
WOMEN - WT90405
YOUTH - JT90405

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric with printed gradient graphic to front body
- Mesh shoulder panel for comfort and performance
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Raglan sleeve construction

C/O

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
- Shoulder panel to sleeve
- Dropped back hem
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
- Imported

CUSTOMIZE IT
at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

14 // MENS, WOMENS, YOUTH UNIFORMS SOCCER
ADVANCED JERSEY & SHORT

JERSEY OPTIONS

*COLLAR OPTIONS

SUBLIMATION OPTIONS

CUSTOM COLOR PALETTE

*Collars and sublimation options are set per jersey design.
MENS, WOMENS, YOUTH UNIFORMS

**CHEVRON SS JERSEY**

- **Price**: $50.00
- **MEN**: MT90406
- **WOMEN**: WT90406
- **YOUTH**: JT90406
- **Features**:
  - Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
  - Polyester fabric with printed chevron graphic to front body
  - Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
  - Side seam split for range of movement
  - Flat knit rib, wrap over v neck collar
  - Raglan sleeve construction

**CHEVRON LS JERSEY**

- **Price**: $55.00
- **MEN**: MT90407
- **WOMEN**: WT90407
- **YOUTH**: JT90407
- **Features**:
  - Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
  - Polyester fabric with printed chevron graphic to front body
  - Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
  - Side seam split for range of movement
  - Flat knit rib, wrap over v neck collar
  - Raglan sleeve construction

**STRIPED SS JERSEY**

- **Price**: $45.00
- **MEN**: MT90408
- **WOMEN**: WT90408
- **YOUTH**: JT90408
- **Features**:
  - Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
  - Polyester fabric with printed, gradient stripe detail to front body
  - Flat knit rib, V neck collar
  - Rear lumbar panel in polyester fabric with printed, gradient stripe detail
  - Side seam split for range of movement
  - Raglan sleeve construction

**STRIPED LS JERSEY**

- **Price**: $50.00
- **MEN**: MT90409
- **WOMEN**: WT90409
- **YOUTH**: JT90409
- **Features**:
  - Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
  - Polyester fabric with printed, gradient stripe detail to front body
  - Flat knit rib, V neck collar
  - Rear lumbar panel in polyester fabric with printed, gradient stripe detail
  - Side seam split for range of movement
  - Raglan sleeve construction

*Customize it at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER*
MENS, WOMENS, YOUTH UNIFORMS

SOCCER

MEN - MT90410
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
WOMEN - WT90410
XS, S, M, L, XL
YOUTH - JT90410
XS, S, M, L, XL

+$50.00
C/O

HOOP SS JERSEY

+$45.00
C/O

SASH SS JERSEY

+$50.00
C/O

HOOP LS JERSEY

+$45.00
C/O

SASH LS JERSEY

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient sash detail to front body
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Rear lumbar panel in polyester fabric with printed, hoop detail
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Raglan sleeve construction

+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Imported

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient hoop detail to front body
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Rear lumbar panel in polyester fabric with printed, hoop detail
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Raglan sleeve construction

+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Imported

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient hoop detail to front body
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Rear lumbar panel in polyester fabric with printed, hoop detail
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Raglan sleeve construction

+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Imported

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient sash detail to front body
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Raglan sleeve construction

+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Imported

CUSTOMIZE IT at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

CUSTOMIZE IT at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

CUSTOMIZE IT at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

CUSTOMIZE IT at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER
MENS, WOMENS, YOUTH UNIFORMS

SOCCER

CORE JERSEY & SHORT

PERSONALIZATION ZONES:

JERSEY
1. LEFT CHEST
2. CENTER CHEST
3. UPPER BACK
4. CENTER BACK
5. LEFT & RIGHT SLEEVE
6. NB LOGO

SHORT
1. RIGHT FRONT
2. NB LOGO

JERSEY OPTIONS

*COLLAR OPTIONS

CUSTOM COLOR PALETTE

STANDARD COLORS:
- High Risk Red
- Red pepper
- Black
- White
- Team Royal
- Navy
- Jolly Green
- Gun Metal
- Light Blue
- Yellow

LOGO COLOR OPTIONS:
- Alpha Orange
- Alpha Pink
- Black
- Gun Metal
- High Risk Red
- Hi-Lite
- Team Navy
- Team Royal
- White

*Collar options are set per jersey design.
**GAME SS JERSEY**

$40.00

- MEN - MT90414
- WOMEN - WT90414
- YOUTH - JT90414

* Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
* Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
* Flat knit rib, v neck collar
* Mesh side seam panel for comfort and performance
* Forward shoulder seam
* NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
* Imported

- MEN - MT90415
- WOMEN - WT90415
- YOUTH - JT90415

* Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
* Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
* Flat knit rib, v neck collar
* Mesh side seam panel for comfort and performance
* Forward shoulder seam

**GAME LS JERSEY**

- MEN - MT90416
- WOMEN - WT90416
- YOUTH - JT90416

* Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
* Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
* Flat knit rib, round neck collar
* Mesh side seam panel and lumbar panel for comfort and performance
* Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
* Forward shoulder seam
* NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
* Imported

- MEN - MT90417
- WOMEN - WT90417
- YOUTH - JT90417

* Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
* Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
* Flat knit rib, round neck collar
* Mesh side seam panel and lumbar panel for comfort and performance
* Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
* Forward shoulder seam
* NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
* Imported

**STRIKE SS JERSEY**

$45.00

- MEN - MT90418
- WOMEN - WT90418
- YOUTH - JT90418

* Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
* Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
* Flat knit rib, round neck collar
* Mesh side seam panel and lumbar panel for comfort and performance
* Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
* Forward shoulder seam
* Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
* NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
* Imported

- MEN - MT90419
- WOMEN - WT90419
- YOUTH - JT90419

* Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
* Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
* Flat knit rib, round neck collar
* Mesh side seam panel for comfort and performance
* Forward shoulder seam

**STRIKE LS JERSEY**

$50.00

- MEN - MT90420
- WOMEN - WT90420
- YOUTH - JT90420

* Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
* Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
* Flat knit rib, round neck collar
* Mesh side seam panel and lumbar panel for comfort and performance
* Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
* Forward shoulder seam
* Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
* NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
* Imported

- MEN - MT90421
- WOMEN - WT90421
- YOUTH - JT90421

* Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
* Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
* Flat knit rib, round neck collar
* Mesh side seam panel for comfort and performance
* Forward shoulder seam

**CUSTOMIZE IT**

at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

**CUSTOMIZE IT**

at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

**CUSTOMIZE IT**

at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

**CUSTOMIZE IT**

at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER
**MENS, WOMENS, YOUTH UNIFORMS**

**SOCCER**

---

**TEAM SS JERSEY**

- **C/O**
- **S, M, L, XL, 2XL**

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
- Imported

**Team SS Jersey**

- $30.00
- **MEN - MT90420**
- **WOMEN - WT90420**
- **YOUTH - JT90420**

---

**TEAM LS JERSEY**

- **C/O**
- **S, M, L, XL, 2XL**
- **XS, S, M, L, XL**

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
- Imported

**Team LS Jersey**

- $35.00
- **MEN - MT90421**
- **WOMEN - WT90421**
- **YOUTH - JT90421**

---

**TURF SS JERSEY**

- **C/O**
- **S, M, L, XL, 2XL**

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Forward shoulder seam

**Turf SS Jersey**

- $35.00
- **MEN - MT90418**
- **WOMEN - WT90418**
- **YOUTH - JT90418**

---

**TURF LS JERSEY**

- **C/O**
- **S, M, L, XL, 2XL**

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Mesh in full mesh fabric for comfort and breathability
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Forward shoulder seam

**Turf LS Jersey**

- $40.00
- **MEN - MT90419**
- **WOMEN - WT90419**
- **YOUTH - JT90419**

---

**CUSTOMIZE IT**

- at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER

---

**C/O**

- **XS, S, M, L, XL**

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
- Imported

**C/O**

- **XS, S, M, L, XL**

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
- Imported

---

**C/O**

- **XS, S, M, L, XL**

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
- Imported
TOURNAMENT SHORT

$40.00

MEN - MS90428
WOMEN - WS90428
YOUTH - JS90428

- Heat transfer NB logo to lower leg
- Main body interlock, knitted fabric
- Internal drawcord
- Mesh gusset
- Mesh side panel in contrast color

C/O
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

MATCH SHORT

$25.00

MEN - MS90426
WOMEN - WS90426
YOUTH - JS90426

- Heat transfer NB logo to lower leg
- Main body interlock, knitted fabric
- Internal drawcord
- Mesh gusset
- Self fabric tipping to lower leg
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of short

C/O
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

TACKLE SHORT

$32.00

MEN - MS90427
WOMEN - WS90427
YOUTH - JS90427

- Heat transfer NB logo to lower leg
- Main body interlock, knitted fabric
- Internal drawcord
- Mesh gusset
- Mesh side panel in contrast color

C/O
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

CUSTOMIZE IT
at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER
MENS, WOMENS, & YOUTH STOCK UNIFORMS
GAME SS JERSEY

$40.00
MEN - MT90432
WOMEN - WT90432
YOUTH - JT90432
* Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
* Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
* Flat knit rib, v neck collar
* Mesh side seam panel for comfort and performance
* Forward shoulder seam

TACKLE SHORT

$32.00
MEN - MS90433
WOMEN - WS90433
YOUTH - JS90433
* Heat transfer NB logo to lower leg
* Main body interlock, knitted fabric
* Internal drawcord
* Mesh gusset

BRIGHTON SS JERSEY

$25.00 ADULT
MEN - MT71388
WOMEN - WT71388
YOUTH - JT71388
* NB Dry moisture management system
* 100% Polyester
* Athletic fit
* Mesh back panel to jersey for breathability and comfort

BRIGHTON SHORT

$23.00 ADULT
MEN - MS71389
WOMEN - WS71389
YOUTH - JS71389
* NB Dry moisture management system
* 100% Polyester interlock fabric
* 9" inseam
* Elasticated waistband with drawcord for fit

ATG
ATHLETIC GOLD
BK
BLACK
CB
COLUMBIA BLUE
HRD
HIGH RISK RED
NV
NAVY
RE
TEAM RED
TMO
TEAM ORANGE
TNV
TEAM NAVY
TRY
TEAM ROYAL
TRE
TEAM RED
HIL
HI-LITE
WT
WHITE
* NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
* Imported
* Choose from 11 different colors

* NB heat transfer logo to right chest
* Choose from 5 different colors
* Imported

* NB heat transfer logo to left leg
* Choose from 5 different colors
* Imported

* NB heat transfer logo to right chest
* Choose from 11 different colors
* Imported
GOALKEEPER JERSEYS
MENS, WOMENS, YOUTH UNIFORMS

**PENALTY SS GK JERSEY**

$45.00

**C/O**

MEN - MT90422
WOMEN - WT90422
YOUTH - JT90422

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric with printed graphic to front body
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Raglan sleeve construction

**POST SS GK JERSEY**

$35.00

**C/O**

MEN - MT90424
WOMEN - WT90424
YOUTH - JT90424

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Side seam panel for comfort and performance. Half mesh, half polyester panel
- Forward shoulder seam

**PENALTY LS GK JERSEY**

$50.00

**C/O**

MEN - MT90423
WOMEN - WT90423
YOUTH - JT90423

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric with printed graphic to front body
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Raglan sleeve construction

**POST LS GK JERSEY**

$40.00

**C/O**

MEN - MT90425
WOMEN - WT90425
YOUTH - JT90425

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Side seam panel for comfort and performance. Half mesh, half polyester panel
- Forward shoulder seam

CUSTOMIZE IT

at NEWBALANCETEAM.COM/SOCCER
TOURNAMENT SOCK

$18.00
UNISEX - MA90431
C/O XS-L

- New Balance logo knitted to front leg
- 2x2 rib welt in contrast color
- Cushioned achilles / ankle protection
- Cushioned toe
- Coolmax cotton foot bed for comfort and breathability
- Cushioned calf protection
- Polyester/Cotton mix
- Imported

MATCH SOCK

$12.00
UNISEX - MA90429
C/O XS-L

- New Balance logo knitted to front leg
- 2x2 rib welt
- Cushioned heel and toe
- 100% Polyester
- Imported

COOLMAX® is a trademark of INVISTA
SS TECH TEE

$25.00
MEN - TMMT500
WOMEN - TMWT500
YOUTH - TMYT500

XS-3XL
XS-2XL
S-3XL

- 100% Polyester
- Athletic Fit
- Odor Resistant
- NB heat transfer logo at top of right shoulder

RAGLAN TECH TEE

$30.00
MEN - TMMT726
WOMEN - TMWT726
YOUTH - TMYT726

XS-3XL
XS-2XL
S-3XL

- Relaxed Fit
- Recycled Fabric

LS TECH TEE

$30.00
MEN - TMMT501
WOMEN - TMWT501
YOUTH - TMYT501

XS-3XL
XS-2XL
S-3XL

- 100% Polyester
- Athletic Fit
- Odor Resistant
- NB heat transfer logo at top of right shoulder
PERFORMANCE TECH POLO

$45.00
MEN - TMMT714
WOMEN - TMWT714

- S-3XL/MT - 3XLT

100% Polyester
Knit Rib Collar
3-button placket
Relaxed Fit

NB Dry moisture wicking
NB Fresh anti-odor

LG
Light Grey
TBK
Team Black
TNV
Team Navy
TRY
Team Royal
WT
White

WOVEN TRAINING SHORT

$40.00
MEN - TMMS731
WOMEN - TMWS731

XS-2XL
XS-2XL

100% Polyester
Zipped hand pockets
Elastic waistband with adjustable draw cord

Woven Short
Men’s: 8 inch inseam,
Women’s: 5 inch inseam

TBK*
Team Black
TNV*
Team Navy
KNIT TRAINING JACKET

$70.00
MEN - TMMJ720
WOMEN - TMWJ720
XS-3XL
XS-2XL

$65.00
YOUTH - TMYJ720
S-XL

+ 100% Polyester
+ NB Dry
+ Raglan sleeve detail
+ Zippered hand pockets

CUSTOMIZE IT

SLIM FIT KNIT PANT

$55.00
MEN - TMMP730
WOMEN - TMWP730
XS-2XL
XS-2XL

$50.00
YOUTH - TMYP730
XS-XL

+ 100% Polyester
+ Elastic waistband with adjustable draw cord
+ Knit pant with tapered legs
+ Zippered hand pockets
+ Zipper leg openings

SIDELINE JACKET

$120.00
MEN - TMMJ718
XS-3XL

+ 100% Polyester woven Shell
+ 140gm Synthetic Fill
+ Hip length
+ Adjustable cuffs
+ Zippered hand pockets
+ Internal media pocket
+ NB Heat

RAIN JACKET

$130.00
MEN - TMMJ721
XS-3XL

+ 100% Polyester woven, waterproof, seam-sealed shell
+ Zippered hand pockets
+ Adjustable hood
+ Adjustable cuff straps

WATERdefy
EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES
TEAM BREATHE BALL BACKPACK

$50.00
BG03085G
*Coven fabric construction

TEAM BALL BAG

$35.00
BG93045G
*Coven fabric construction

TEAM BASE HOLDALL

$46.00
BG93909G
*Coven fabric construction

WYC PRO PROTECTA GK GLOVES

$45.00
GK23003M
*Print/Embossed Latex backhand
+ 3mm Latex palm including thumb wrap
+ Latex wristband
+ PU Glove body

NEW
Sizes: 4 – 11 (wholesale only)

WYC TEAM REPLICA GLOVES

$17.00
GK23004M
*Print/Embossed Latex backhand
+ 3mm Latex palm
+ Latex wristband
+ PU Glove body

NEW
Sizes: 4 – 11 (wholesale only)
NB GEODESA PRO HI-VIS BALL
FIFA QUALITY PRO

$100.00
FB03181G

+ 6 panel configuration
+ Textured surface reduces ball drag
+ Hybrid construction, combining the advantages of hand stitched and thermally bonded football

WB
Hi-Lite/Black

NB GEODESA PRO HI-VIS BALL
FIFA QUALITY PRO

$100.00
FB03180G

+ 6 panel configuration
+ Textured surface reduces ball drag
+ Hybrid construction, combining the advantages of hand stitched and thermally bonded football

WCO
White/Cobalt

DYNAMITE TEAM BALL
FB93901G

$30.00
FB93901G

+ Hybrid fabric construction
+ Sizes: 4, 5

WB
White/Blue
WK
White/Black
WSE
Scarlet/White

DISPATCH TEAM BALL
FB93902G

$22.00
FB93902G

+ Machine Stitched
+ Sizes: 3, 4, 5
+ NB exclusive 18 panel configuration
+ Durable TPU outer
+ 2.5mm EVA foam soft touch layer

WB
White/Blue
WK
White/Black
WSE
Scarlet/White